
PDS Document Lists in the new DRS 

General Overview 
PDS Document List is a new kind of object designed to represent large (>5000 pages), multivolume and 
smaller page-turned objects of a serial nature. This new object consists of a list of references to PDS 
documents with identifying and descriptive information for each document and descriptive information 
for the List overall. PDS Document Lists are delivered in a separate application, called ListView. Each 
document in a List delivered in ListView presents as a hyperlink that links to PDS. All PDS Document 
objects that are members of a PDS Document List will be full-text searchable (where Latin character OCR 
is present) and the search form will be incorporated into the ListView display. Here is an example of a 
PDS Document List delivered in ListView: 

 

New DRS Web Admin structure editor will provide functionality to manage PDS Document Lists in the 
new DRS, including adding, removing and suppressing PDS Documents from the list and importing or 
providing custom labels for each PDS Document.  

 

Batch Builder tool for creating DRS batches will support creating new PDS Document List batches for 
depositing into the new DRS. 



DRS Migration and PDS Document Lists 
During content migration from the current DRS to the new DRS, PDS Document objects identified as 
candidates for migration to PDS Document Lists (large multivolume and smaller page-turned objects of a 
serial nature) will be split into smaller PDS Document objects.  PDS Document Lists that list all the 
smaller objects with hyperlinked references to PDS will be automatically created during migration. 

Rather than being delivered in one PDS (Page Delivery Service) frame, as was the case for PDS objects 
incorporating series in the current DRS, the PDS Document Lists will be delivered in the ListView 
application. The persistent links (URNs) that resolved to the original PDS Document object will resolve to 
the corresponding PDS Document Lists delivered in ListView. Each new smaller PDS Document object 
will be assigned a new persistent link that will resolve to the Page Delivery Service. The hyperlinked list 
of PDS Documents will be presented in the PDS Document List when delivered in ListView. 

Example of a multivolume PDS Document object in the current DRS: 

 

Example of this object converted into a PDS Document List: 
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Example of a new smaller PDS Document Object (one of the volumes) that is linked from the PDS 
Document List above:
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